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Abstract

Background: Alcohol misuse is highly prevalent in the United States and results in a huge financial and public health burden.
Current alcohol reduction treatments are underused, and there is a critical need for innovation in the field. Transdermal alcohol
biosensors measure alcohol use passively and continuously and may be helpful tools in alcohol interventions. To date, however,
alcohol biosensors have not been widely used to directly intervene on alcohol use. There is a new wrist-worn biosensor that could
be used to help people reduce their drinking, although it is unclear how best to incorporate such a device into an alcohol
intervention.

Objective: We aimed to identify desired features that would be acceptable and helpful in a wrist-worn biosensor–based alcohol
intervention for adults who drink heavily.

Methods: Participants were recruited through an alcohol contingency management study, a contact registry, and participant
referral. To qualify, participants had to be aged at least 40 years, report drinking at least twice per week, and indicate interest in
reducing their drinking. We conducted a semistructured interview with each participant via Zoom (Zoom Video Communications,
Inc). The interview guide addressed general thoughts on the wrist-worn biosensor, how participants thought a wrist-worn biosensor
could be used to help people quit or reduce drinking, types of information that participants would want to receive from the
biosensor, how they would want to receive this information, and how they thought this information could be used to change their
behavior. Interviews were transcribed verbatim and analyzed using thematic analysis.

Results: The sample comprised 20 adults (mean age 55.1, SD 6.1 years; 11/20, 55%, women; and 17/20, 85%, Black). Of the
20 participants, 9 (45%) had previous experience with the Secure Continuous Remote Alcohol Monitor continuous alcohol
monitoring ankle biosensor from participating in an alcohol contingency management study. The desirable features could be
grouped into 5 main themes: features that would influence willingness to use the biosensor (it should look attractive and be both
comfortable to wear and accessible), personalized messaging (personalized biosensor-based prompts and feedback could be
helpful), preference for time wearing the biosensor (for some, just wearing the biosensor could have an intervention effect),
sharing data with others (this was appealing to many but not to all), and mental health support (many felt that mental health
support could be incorporated into the biosensor).
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Conclusions: Five main themes that would maximize interest in using a wrist-worn biosensor for alcohol intervention were
identified. Taken together, the identified themes could inform the development of a just-in-time adaptive intervention that uses
a wrist-worn biosensor to help adults who drink heavily reduce their alcohol use.

(J Med Internet Res 2023;25:e38713) doi: 10.2196/38713
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Introduction

Background
Alcohol use in the United States is highly prevalent, with almost
70% of adults reporting past-year use and >50% reporting
past-month use [1]. Similarly, patterns of potentially harmful
drinking are common among adults in the United States, with
>25% reporting past-month binge drinking (a pattern of drinking
that is estimated to bring the blood alcohol concentration level
to ≥0.08 g/dL; ≥5 and ≥4 drinks per day for men and women,
respectively) and approximately 6% reporting past-month heavy
drinking (binge drinking on ≥5 days in the past month or
consuming >7 and >14 drinks per week for women and men,
respectively) [1,2]. In 2010, alcohol misuse (ie, drinking in a
way that could be harmful to the individual or those around
them) cost the United States US $249 billion in expenses related
to health care (11% of the total alcohol-related cost), law
enforcement (10%), and motor vehicle crashes (10%), as well
as in lost workplace productivity (72%), three-quarters of which
was related to binge drinking [3,4]. Alcohol misuse is
responsible for >95,000 deaths per year in the United States, or
261 deaths each day [5].

Although approximately 14.5 million persons in the United
States were estimated to have an alcohol use disorder (AUD)
in 2019, only approximately 7% received any treatment [1].
Furthermore, <4% of the people with an AUD were prescribed
any Food and Drug Administration–approved medication to
treat their disorder [6]. The limited number of persons seeking
treatment for AUD and the high prevalence of alcohol misuse
indicate the need for innovation in alcohol interventions. Current
treatment options may be limited by high costs, inconvenient
hours, delays in access, and social stigma [7-10].
Technology-based interventions can potentially help to
overcome these challenges [11]. To date, internet- and mobile
phone–based interventions have been explored with favorable
outcomes [11-14] but still require high participant effort (eg,
the individual must frequently report their alcohol use and thus
should be highly motivated to participate).

Transdermal alcohol biosensors can passively and continuously
measure the approximately 1% of ethanol that is excreted
through the skin by measuring transdermal alcohol concentration
(TAC) [15] and may be an effective tool to help individuals
reduce their alcohol use. Evidence from other fields supports
the use of wearable technology as a tool for meaningful behavior
change in adults because mobile biosensors can provide insights
into a person’s health and help them to understand how their
lifestyle may be affecting aspects of their health [16]. The notion
that biobehavioral feedback—facilitated by, for example, a
mobile sensor—can provide motivation to alter behaviors is

supported by several behavior change theories, including social
cognitive theory, in which self-efficacy plays an important role
in behavior change [17-19]. Receiving feedback on
physiological processes allows individuals to observe tangible
changes in their health that would usually go unobserved but
precede more obvious changes (eg, change in heart rate
preceding weight loss) [16]. This feedback can lead to increased
self-efficacy and increased motivation for behavior change
because specific behaviors can more saliently be associated
with physiological change [16].

Biosensor-based feedback has successfully been used in the
context of smoking and smoking cessation; for example,
Papathanasiou et al [20] used mobile heart rate sensors to
provide insights into how smoking is associated with higher
resting heart rates (a risk for cardiovascular disease).
Furthermore, a smoking cessation intervention that leveraged
portable carbon monoxide sensors reported promising results,
with significant shifts in attitudes toward quitting (eg, readiness
to quit and confidence in quitting) [21]. Longer-term (ie, 3
months after the intervention) results revealed increased quit
rates and continuous abstinence [22]. This intervention built off
several studies that suggested that receiving real-time biometric
data from carbon monoxide sensors could be educational and
motivational, thus leading to positive changes related to smoking
attitudes and behaviors [23-26]. Evidence for the effectiveness
of biofeedback also exists in the realm of food consumption
and obesity [27]; for example, Teufel et al [28] demonstrated
that biofeedback via electrodermal activity was associated with
improved food-related self-efficacy and perceived stress.

Until recently, most research using transdermal alcohol
biosensors was conducted using the Secure Continuous Remote
Alcohol Monitor (SCRAM; Alcohol Monitoring Systems)
continuous alcohol monitoring (CAM) device. Although this
device has been well validated [29-31], it is quite large, locked
on the ankle, and often used in the criminal justice system [32];
thus, it is associated with a social stigma that serves as a barrier
to its use in future alcohol interventions [33].

Objectives
Newer, wrist-worn biosensors are being developed, and these
offer great promise for future alcohol interventions. An example
of a commercially available wrist-worn biosensor is the
BACtrack Skyn (BACtrack, Inc), which is lighter, less
expensive, and collects data more frequently (every 20 seconds
compared with every 30 minutes) than the SCRAM CAM anklet
[29]. However, because wrist-worn alcohol biosensors have not
been widely used for formal alcohol interventions, and they
currently do not provide any information back to the user, it is
unclear how best to incorporate such a device into an alcohol
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intervention. To better understand how a wrist-worn biosensor
could be used in a future alcohol intervention, we sought to
gather perspectives from individuals with, as well as those
without, previous experience with the ankle-based SCRAM
CAM alcohol biosensor. The main aim of this study was to
identify desired features that would be acceptable and helpful
in a wrist-worn biosensor–based alcohol intervention for adults
who drink heavily.

Methods

Qualitative Interviews
We used in-depth qualitative interviewing methods in this study.
In-depth interviews are especially useful when discussing
sensitive topics (eg, alcohol misuse) that persons may be
uncomfortable speaking about in a group setting [34].
Qualitative interviews allow researchers to gather stakeholder
input and can be used to inform intervention design [35].
Qualitative interviews also allow researchers to explore greater
context and meaning compared with quantitative approaches.

Participants
Participants were 20 adults recruited from an alcohol
contingency management (CM) study (n=9, 45%), a contact
registry (n=9, 45%), and participant referral (n=2, 10%). To
participate, individuals had to (1) be aged at least 40 years
(criterion for the CM study), (2) report drinking at least twice
per week and indicate interest in reducing their drinking, and
(3) be able to read and speak English. The age criterion was
kept consistent among all recruitment sources because of
possible differences in the use of technology between young
adults and middle-aged and older adults. Participants from the
CM study all had experience with the SCRAM CAM ankle
biosensor. The sample size was driven by a saturation approach
(ie, when no new information was being found) [36]. All
participants provided informed consent before participation and
were compensated US $25.

Procedures
Interviews were conducted using Zoom (Zoom Video
Communications, Inc), a secure, cloud-based videoconferencing
service [37]. All interviews were completed remotely owing to
the COVID-19 pandemic and conducted by 1 researcher (VR).
After obtaining consent and before beginning the interview, the
interviewer obtained permission to record each session. The
interviews lasted approximately 1 hour.

We developed a semistructured interview guide (available upon
request) that included questions regarding the features of a
potential wrist-worn biosensor–based intervention. After the
interviewer shared a photograph of the Skyn wrist-worn
biosensor and described its features to the participants, they
were asked for their general thoughts on the device. Participants
were asked how they thought a wrist-worn biosensor could be
used to help people quit or reduce drinking and to think about
how it could help them, specifically. They were also asked about
the types of information they would want to receive from the
biosensor, how they would want to receive this information,
and how they thought this information could be used to change
their behavior. In addition, participants were asked about their

current alcohol use and previous attempts to quit or reduce their
drinking.

Two researchers (VR and SR) met weekly to review the
interviews (for details, refer to the Data Analysis section) and
assess the data for saturation. The insights from this process
also helped to inform and adapt questions asked in future
interviews. During the final 4 interviews, preliminary findings
were shared with the participants to discern whether there were
other areas we had not identified and to enhance rigor in the
findings.

Data Analysis
We used Zoom to transcribe each digital interview verbatim.
After initial transcription, the transcripts were checked for
accuracy. We used the 6-phase approach to thematic analysis
described by Braun and Clarke [38], which follows the deductive
methodology of searching for categories in empirical data. A
thematic approach was used because we sought to identify
patterns within the responses that may not adhere to a particular
theoretical framework [38]. After familiarizing ourselves with
the data, 2 researchers (VR and SR) independently generated
initial codes from the data using descriptive coding [39], meeting
weekly to discuss coding for each transcript until 100%
agreement was reached. Although it is not a part of traditional
thematic analysis, we engaged in constant comparison after
each interview to ensure the development of any emergent
categories that were not covered in the initial codebook [36].
We identified potential overarching themes across the initially
identified codes. We assessed the data within each theme to
determine whether coherent patterns were formed and reassessed
any data that did not fit within the identified themes, recoding
as needed. All authors provided feedback on the initial coding
scheme, and codes were adjusted to incorporate this feedback.
We then finalized and described each theme. Finally,
representative quotations were selected for presentation and
included in this manuscript. All analyses were conducted using
NVivo (version 12; QSR International) [40].

To ensure rigor, we followed the evaluative criteria formulated
by Lincoln and Guba [41]. Peer debriefing was conducted on a
biweekly basis, as part of mentee-mentor discussions (VR and
CC). At each biweekly meeting, we discussed recent interviews,
codes, and emergent themes. The 2 primary coders maintained
an audit trail, including notes from interviews, postinterview
summaries, and annotations made during the coding process to
examine whether personal thoughts may have influenced study
findings.

Ethics Approval
All procedures were reviewed and approved by the institutional
review board of the University of Florida (IRB202003223).

Results

Overview
The sample comprised 20 adults (mean age 55.1, SD 6.1 years;
11/20, 55%, women; and 17/20, 85%, Black). Of the 20
participants, 9 (45%) had previous experience with the SCRAM
CAM ankle biosensor from participating in an alcohol CM
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study. Of these 9 participants, 1 (11%) also participated in a
pilot study in which they wore the wrist-worn biosensor for a
week. All 9 participants who completed the CM study had a
history of heavy drinking, but only 5 (56%) reported current
alcohol use; current severity of drinking was not assessed. Of
the 11 participants who had not completed the CM study, all
reported current heavy alcohol use; 1 (9%) participant had
previously received treatment for alcohol use.

The desired features that would maximize interest in using a
wrist-worn biosensor for alcohol intervention were grouped
into five themes: (1) features that would influence willingness
to use the biosensor, (2) personalized messaging, (3) preference
for time wearing the biosensor, (4) sharing data with others,
and (5) mental health support. A description of each theme is
provided in Textbox 1. Each theme represented several codes,
discussed in the following sections; for example, personalized
messaging included the codes real-time alerts and summary
data.

Textbox 1. Themes identified as desired features of a wrist-worn biosensor–based alcohol intervention that would be acceptable and helpful to adults
who drink heavily.

• Themes and descriptions

• Features that would influence the willingness to use the biosensor

• Participant’s thoughts about general features that would affect biosensor uptake (eg, how it looks, comfort while wearing it, and
accessibility)

• Personalized messaging

• Individualized feedback from the biosensor about the participant’s alcohol use

• Preference for time wearing the biosensor

• Preferences related to time spent wearing the biosensor in alignment with the participant’s drinking goals (eg, quit drinking vs reduce
drinking)

• Sharing data with others

• Preferences related to sharing the participant’s drinking information with their friends, family members, or provider

• Mental health support

• How mental health support could be incorporated into an intervention using the biosensor

Features That Would Influence the Willingness to Use
the Biosensor
The theme features that would influence willingness to use the
biosensor refers to participants’ thoughts about general features
that would affect biosensor uptake. Codes in this theme included
participant sentiment regarding a wrist-worn biosensor,
preference for a wrist-worn biosensor, how it looks, and comfort
while wearing it. Participants indicated that they wanted a
biosensor that was comfortable to wear and looked attractive.
Those who had previous experience with the SCRAM CAM
ankle biosensor overwhelmingly indicated (7/9, 78%) that they
would have preferred wearing the wrist-worn biosensor.
Participants commented that the wrist-worn device looked more
comfortable and more discreet than the SCRAM CAM ankle
biosensor, and thus they would prefer it:

I think this [Skyn] is better than the anklet [SCRAM
CAM]...this is much better, and it looks like something
that I would wear as like a piece of jewelry, that’s to
me that’s what it looks like....To me, this would be
more comfortable to wear. [Woman, aged 59 years]

The issue of accessibility was also brought up, and a suggestion
was made for a “borrowing system”:

My real concern about a program that would use tech
is just that it be made accessible to folks...a borrowing
system where the devices are owned by care providers
and they’re kind of leased out and come back. [Man,
aged 49 years]

Personalized Messaging
The theme personalized messaging refers to feedback from the
biosensor about the participants’ alcohol use. Codes in this
theme included alerts, real-time responses, and summary data.
The majority of the participants (those with, as well as those
without, previous biosensor experience) believed that receiving
feedback about their alcohol use as captured by the wrist-worn
alcohol biosensor would be helpful to reduce their drinking.
Two main ways of receiving feedback were discussed: (1)
summary data and (2) real-time alerts. Regarding summary data,
individuals noted that being able to view trends and patterns in
their alcohol use (eg, graphs) would be helpful to them to track
their progress over time:

I think going back and looking at your data over time
that could give you a sense of, you know,
accomplishment that you’ve lowered your drinking
over time. [Man, aged 49 years]

Most of the participants (16/20, 80%) were interested in
receiving alerts directly from the biosensor (eg, as a vibrating
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alert) as an SMS text message or from a connected app. Some
of the individuals suggested the use of real-time alerts based on
intoxication levels (ie, TAC levels):

I would say that you know giving me an alert and
letting me know you’re drinking too much or you’ve
had too many drinks, you know yeah it would help on
that because, like, I was saying, a lot of times I didn’t
know how many drinks I’ve had you know but, I think
that if I got a reminder, or an alert saying that I’ve
had enough or I’m drinking to an excess that would
hopefully stop me from drinking. [Man, aged 59 years]

It would be helpful if I could get notifications if I’m
getting to a point where I don’t need to drink
anymore, or that my alcohol level is going up too high
or you know, different things like that, or what can it
detect any other things in your body that is associated
with the alcohol like blurred speech or stumbling or
heartbeat is too high or different stuff like that.
[Woman, aged 54 years]

Participants also discussed wanting to receive positive feedback
and encouragement about their drinking:

It could give me or let me know when I’m doing a
good job with my drinking and you know, like positive
messages and remind me that you know I’m doing
good with my not drinking and keep up the good work,
you know positive stuff....And um you know, let you
know that I’m proud of you and you’re doing good,
you did great today, you did great this week, you
didn’t drink as much, you understand? [Woman, aged
57 years]

If it could tell me, you’re doing a good job, don’t give
up, I know it’s hard. [Man, aged 59 years]

Several of the participants (11/20, 55%) also commented that
in addition to alerts reminding them to stop or slow down their
drinking, they would also like more general reminders, such as
reminding them to eat when they are drinking:

Reminding me...about eating, and you know less
drinking...I think that would have helped me with my
stomach problems, too. [Woman, aged 53 years]

Preference for Time Wearing the Biosensor
The theme preference for time wearing the biosensor refers to
preferences related to time spent wearing the biosensor in
alignment with their drinking goals (eg, whether they wanted
to quit drinking or reduce drinking). Codes in this theme
included future biosensor wear time and drinking goals. Most
of the participants (11/20, 55%) stated that they would want to
wear the device all of the time. Many of the participants (7/11,
64%) who indicated that they would wear the sensor all of the
time stated that they drank every day and would want to wear
the sensor as a method to maintain their abstinence; these
participants were most often those who did not typically plan
their alcohol use:

You never know when that thought is gonna hit your
mind: Okay, I need to stop right here and get me a
drink and you stop when you go into a bar and you

look down, but you don’t have the device on, you’re
gonna drink ’til you’re stupid probably. [Woman,
aged 54 years]

Individuals who indicated that they would prefer to wear the
device only some of the time agreed that they would wear the
biosensor when they were drinking but did not want to wear it
when they were not (6/8, 75%). These responses came from
persons who did not plan to abstain from drinking; rather, they
wanted to limit the amount they consumed when they did drink:

No, I wouldn’t want to wear it all the time, because
I mean my alcoholism is nobody’s business and
honestly, I wouldn’t mind putting it on when I was
drinking though, like I would be responsible enough
to say okay I’m going to drink today and I’m gonna
put this on, and then I would allow it to babysit me,
basically. [Man, aged 41 years]

Sharing Data With Others
The theme sharing data with others refers to preferences related
to sharing participants’ drinking information with friends or
family members or their provider. Codes in this theme included
privacy, support network, and health care providers. Participants
discussed how sharing the data (eg, trends in drinking and TAC
levels) captured by the alcohol biosensor could help them to
reduce their alcohol use. Preferences for sharing data and the
purpose of sharing data varied among the participants.
Participants who indicated that they would want to share the
data with their friends or family members (9/20, 45%) gave
reasons such as gaining additional social or emotional support:

I would like to choose who I would share with ’cause
then they may call me and say hey, come on what’s
going on? [Woman, aged 60 years]

Most of the participants (10/20, 50%) agreed that sharing their
data with a health care provider could be beneficial:

If you are sharing it with a doctor, the doctor can
view it and know when....Especially if you got other
ailments and other health issues and stuff like that,
that would help that doctor figure out how to address
your other health issues, even though you’re drinking
and have a reminder, when you go see that doctor,
they’re going to bring that subject up. [Woman, aged
54 years]

A participant suggested sharing data directly with a therapist
so that the therapist could intervene on their alcohol use in real
time based on their TAC levels.

Not every participant was enthusiastic about sharing their data
with friends or family members. Some of the participants (5/20,
25%) preferred to keep their data private:

You know people are judgmental so yeah, I will try
to keep that to myself. [Woman, aged 56 years]

To be honest, I think for now in the state I’m feeling
now, I think it will just be more helpful to myself to
kind of gauge, you know, where I am and know my
patterns and to be able to reach out to someone
should I need to reach out to someone. So, I wouldn’t
want to share it, I will just want to, you know, have
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the information until I can kind of gauge where I am.
[Man, aged 42 years]

Mental Health Support
The theme mental health support refers to participants’ thoughts
on how mental health support could be incorporated into the
biosensor. Codes in this theme included psychological aspects,
motivation, and reasons for drinking. Responses in this theme
spontaneously arose during the interviews (ie, direct questions
about mental health support were not included in the interview
guide). Drinking because of mental health conditions such as
depression was prominent in the participants’ responses. This
led to discussions regarding pairing the biosensor with a method
in which they could report how they are feeling as they drink
(eg, a mobile phone app). Participants indicated that
understanding the relationship between their mood and drinking
patterns could help them to reduce their drinking:

[T]o see if I’m drinking because I’m sad or because
I’m lonely or maybe because I’m depressed ’cause
then I could change some of my drinking habits.
[Woman, aged 59 years]

Some of the participants (5/20, 25%) shared their preference
for an intervention that included a counseling or therapy
component in conjunction with the biosensor:

I think you need to deal with the emotional part and
the mental part of it because that’s what really...had
it not been for me going through some of that therapy
I went through I would still be drinking, even after
going through your course [the alcohol CM study
with SCRAM CAM]. [Woman, aged 60 years]

Two of the participants (2/20, 10%) indicated that they preferred
to have the option to connect with a mental health specialist via
a mobile app, should they choose to do so.

When the preliminary findings were shared during the final 4
interviews, all participants supported our interpretations.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this study, we aimed to identify the desired features that
would be acceptable and helpful in a wrist-worn
biosensor–based alcohol intervention for adults who drink
heavily. The findings could be grouped into 5 main themes:
features that would influence willingness to use the biosensor,
personalized messaging, preference for time wearing the
biosensor, sharing data with others, and mental health support.
To elaborate, the biosensor should look attractive as well as be
comfortable to wear and accessible; personalized
biosensor-based prompts and feedback could be helpful; for
some of the participants, just wearing the biosensor could have
an intervention effect; sharing data with others sounded
appealing to many of the participants but not to all; and many
felt that mental health support could be incorporated into the
wrist-worn biosensor.

Participants were open to using the wrist-worn biosensor,
indicating that these devices could be effective tools for alcohol
reduction interventions in the future. As the wrist-worn Skyn

biosensor is not locked onto the individual (unlike the SCRAM
CAM ankle biosensor), individuals must be self-motivated to
wear it. From a stages-of-change perspective [42], it is unclear
whether the Skyn biosensor would be appropriate for individuals
in the precontemplation stage. We only interviewed individuals
who were already interested in reducing their alcohol use, which
may explain the overall positive sentiment and belief that the
device would be helpful. It is possible that using the biosensor
may help to open one’s eyes about one’s alcohol use and
motivate change; thus, it may complement existing effective
intervention components such as motivational interviewing.
Participants often discussed the importance of one’s mindset
regarding intervention success, that is, one must want to change
for the device to work. Examples of how the Skyn biosensor
could be helpful for individuals in the contemplation stage (eg,
viewing summary data to understand patterns of drinking),
action stage (eg, receiving alerts in real time to slow down or
stop one’s drinking), and maintenance stage (eg, wearing the
device all of the time as a reminder) emerged during the
interviews. Our findings suggest that people with different levels
of alcohol misuse may use a biosensor differently, with some
using it to try to maintain abstinence and others using it to
reduce or track their drinking.

Just-in-time adaptive interventions (JITAIs) are designed to
provide the right support at the right time [43]. There was much
discussion about how the continuous monitoring provided by
the Skyn biosensor could lead to real-time intervention,
indicating that it may fit well into a JITAI [44]. In this context,
individuals could help to design their own intervention features,
including TAC limits at which they receive alerts and whom
their data are shared with (eg, should a counselor also receive
the alert?). The indication by participants that real-time feedback
based on TAC alerts would be helpful is consistent with the
behavior change theories that support biofeedback as an
intervention tool. Additional research investigating what TAC
levels should prompt an alert is warranted. A potential obstacle
for using these devices in a real-time intervention is the delay
of >20 minutes between alcohol intake and TAC readings [45].
In this case, certain aspects of the TAC curve—for example,
the rise rate (ie, rate of intoxication) rather than peak TAC level
(ie, highest level of intoxication)—may be useful to consider
for an intervention. The use of mobile phone apps that include
ecological momentary assessment may be especially useful in
the context of a JITAI; for instance, to gauge one’s mental health
and reasons for drinking [46].

Similarly, the potential to share data with health care providers
could help to facilitate a patient-centered approach in which
individuals act in partnership with their provider. Including the
patient in their own health care decisions enhances the quality
of care and has been especially useful for treating substance use
and other mental health conditions [47,48]. In addition, health
care providers could consider other conditions that an individual
may have been diagnosed with in the context of their alcohol
use to help guide recommendations and decision-making. Future
research should include health care providers to understand
what types of information people would want and how often
they would be willing to receive such information from a
biosensor.
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Taken together, our findings suggest that a mobile app could
be developed that houses the collected raw and interpreted data
(eg, TAC levels and how mental health corresponds to daily
TAC levels) in one place for the individual to view. For those
who so desire, perhaps an individual’s account could be linked
to observer accounts to facilitate data sharing with persons of
their choosing (eg, family member and physician). It may also
be helpful to have the biosensor provide prompts to connect
individuals to providers who can provide alcohol-related
treatment or counseling. Individuals should be able to customize
the type of alerts they receive and the frequency at which they
receive them. Such an app would allow for an adaptive
biofeedback intervention to be implemented.

Interventions from other fields demonstrate the effectiveness
of biofeedback for behavior change and can serve as examples
for designing an alcohol reduction intervention that uses an
alcohol biosensor; for instance, a clinical trial targeting obesity
demonstrated that providing food-specific biofeedback enhanced
self-efficacy and improved negative reactions to food cues and
eating behaviors [28]. The literature on smoking behavior also
provides evidence for the effectiveness of biofeedback on
smoking cessation by reducing craving and stress [49]. Perhaps
most closely related to using an alcohol biosensor to reduce
drinking is the use of carbon monoxide sensors for smoking
cessation, as exemplified in the studies by Marler et al [21,22]:
the results from a prospective cohort of 319 adult smokers
demonstrated the effectiveness of an intervention that included
biofeedback via a portable carbon monoxide breath sensor,
education and guidance provided through a smartphone app,
and support via text-based human coaching [21,22].

Those who had previously worn the SCRAM CAM ankle
biosensor were especially excited when introduced to the Skyn
biosensor, likely because of the negative experiences they had
with the SCRAM CAM. However, it is worth noting that most
of the participants who had worn the SCRAM CAM biosensor
commented on its effectiveness to help them stop drinking (in
addition to the contingency of money), despite the stigma and
discomfort they reported.

The Skyn biosensor is now available for both research and
personal use purchase (beta testing), which brings into question
how someone might use the biosensor on their own outside of
a clinical trial or supervision by a health care provider.
Individual users might be interested in monitoring their health
in general, tracking calories, and seeking to reduce drinking.
At this point, the Skyn biosensor cannot reliably estimate
specific breath alcohol readings; therefore, people should not
rely on the device to determine whether they can safely and
legally operate a vehicle after drinking. Current availability and
pricing of the Skyn biosensor may limit individual use.
Regardless, individuals who choose to use the device on their
own could benefit from the biofeedback provided.

Limitations
We used a convenience sample of 20 participants, of whom 10
(50%) identified as Black women; thus, this sample should not
be considered representative of all adults who drink heavily or
an AUD. Despite the small sample size, however, we determined
that we reached saturation by reviewing interviews on a weekly
basis. Participants had to be aged at least 40 years to participate
and had an average age of 55.1, SD 6.1 years; it is important to
note that younger participants may have different preferences
for the use of a technological tool such as the Skyn biosensor.
As previously mentioned, we only interviewed persons who
were currently interested in reducing their alcohol use; future
research should explore whether a biosensor-based intervention
would be appropriate for persons not currently interested in
reducing their alcohol use. Furthermore, what people say they
want in an intervention, when discussing it abstractly, may not
necessarily be the key features that would result in behavior
change. In addition, of the 20 participants, only 1 (5%) had ever
seen or used the Skyn biosensor in real life. Because of the
COVID-19 pandemic, all interviews had to be conducted
remotely; therefore, we displayed an image of the biosensor
and provided a verbal description over Zoom instead. As the
Skyn biosensor is a new technology, and very few persons have
used it, the opinions of those who have not used one yet are
highly relevant. Relatedly, although conducting interviews via
Zoom allowed us to include participants who lived outside of
the local area during a period when much research was stalled,
remote interviews come with inherent challenges. Some of these
challenges include being there differently, in that the
interviewers could not control either the setting where the
individual was participating, which may result in a distracted
participant, or the interruptions caused by technical issues, which
may disrupt the natural flow of the interview [50]. Finally, some
potential participants were unable to participate in this study
because of their inability to use or access the technology (eg,
no internet access).

Conclusions
We identified 5 major themes that captured desired features of
a wrist-worn biosensor–based alcohol intervention that would
be acceptable and helpful to adults who drink heavily.
Participants wanted a device that looked attractive and was both
comfortable to wear and accessible. Participants indicated that
receiving summary data about their drinking patterns and
real-time alerts would be helpful. Most of the participants agreed
that they would want to wear the biosensor all of the time. Some
of the participants stated that they would want to share data
collected from the biosensor with their friends or family
members, whereas most would share their data with a health
care provider. Participants also discussed receiving mental health
support in conjunction with the wrist-worn biosensor.
Considering these aspects, a JITAI using the wrist-worn
biosensor could be developed to help adults who drink heavily
reduce their alcohol use.
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